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Abstract. The energy efficiency of manufacturing systems represents a topic of 

huge interest for the management of innovative production plants. In this paper, 

a production cell based on three operating machines has been taken into account. 

In particular, each machine has an independent lubrication system whose lubri-

cant is cooled by a centralized cooling system, while the lubrication fluid tem-

peratures must be maintained inside known upper and lower bounds, and the con-

troller of the centralized cooling system has to minimize the cooling power. In 

order to control the lubrication and cooling processes, a Model Predictive Con-

troller (MPC) has been designed, synthetized, implemented and simulated. 

The main advantage of the proposed algorithm consists in the possibility to di-

rectly consider the temperature limits together with the maximum bound of the 

cooling power directly into the optimization problem. This means that the control 

action is computed using the a-priori knowledge of these bounds, resulting in 

better temperature profiles then those obtained with standard controllers, e.g. 

with saturated Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) ones. 

Keywords: Model based control, Model predictive control, Hybrid optimal con-

trol, Production plant energy efficiency, Plant energy optimization. 

1 Introduction 

Improving the energy efficiency of manufacturing production systems is nowadays 

a topic of huge interest. In fact, limiting the CO2 emissions [1, 2], resizing factory en-

ergy supply infrastructures and minimizing plant energy consumptions are leading fac-

tors to save plant installation and production costs. 

In particular, the reduction of energy consumption is possible through the optimiza-

tion of the algorithms developed to manage their working function [3, 6]. 



This paper is focused on the definition of the control algorithms for the optimization 

of the machines’ energy efficiency. Specifically, the control policy for a production cell 

lubrication system has been designed, synthetized and implemented by adopting opti-

mal model-based control techniques. These development activities consist in the mod-

eling of the physical process to be controlled, the definition of the constraints on the 

process variables’, and the solution of a suitable optimization problem which has then 

been implemented into a C++ control platform. A simulation experiment is proposed 

in the paper to evaluate the resulting control performances. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the production cell and the 

control functional requirements. Section 3 describes the dynamic model of the operat-

ing machine lubrication system and details the MPC design, synthesis and implemen-

tation. Section 4 shows the results coming from a simulation experiment. Section 5 

concludes the paper by summarizing the obtained results and the advantages of the pro-

posed approach, besides hinting to future developments. 

2 Description of the cell lubrication system  

The considered production cell is part of the engine assembly line described in [7] 

whose model is sketched in Fig. 1. The production line machining operation sequence 

consists of Milling – Welding – Screwing – Drilling activities. However, only the ma-

chines M1, M3 and M4  (for simplicity renumbered in the following as machines 1,2,3) 

belong to a single production cell because they share some centralized auxiliary sys-

tems, such as the fluid lubrication cooling system. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Engine assembly line layout 

 

During its machining process, each machine produces a specific quantity of heat 

exchanged with the lubricant fluid, which in turn is cooled from the cooling fluid flow-

ing into the centralized cooling system circuit. As the lubrication fluid temperature 

grows, the machine control system is able to open an On-Off valve that allows the cool-

ing fluid to flow and thus the lubricant fluid to be cooled. 

More specifically, the overall cooling systems operates as follows. Denote by Pcool 

the thermal power of the centralized cooling system, which can be modulated by the 

control action, and by �� ∙ ����� the thermal power exchanged with the i-th (i=1,2,3) 



machine lubrication fluid with temperature Ti. If all the temperatures Ti, i=1,2,3, are 

inside some prescribed limits, the On-Off valve is closed and the no thermal power is 

provided to the machines. On the contrary, if at least one of these temperatures exceeds 

an upper bound Thoti, (i=1,2,3), the valve opens and it is set Pcold= Pcool. 

The logic behavior of the cooling system can then be defined by the following rela-

tions: 

 

	
					 ⋁ (�� 	≥ �����)�
��� 	→ 		 ����� = �����      (1) 

����					����� = 0  

 

Note however that, due to the different machine characteristics and machining pro-

cesses, the transferred heat to the lubricant fluids is different from machine to machine, 

and it is not constant during the machine working cycle. 

 

Table 1 lists the maximum and minimum lubrication fluid temperatures for each 

machine, referred to a specific machining operation. In addition Table 2 presents the 

thermal power produced by the considered machining operations. The minimum power 

produced from a machine is equal to 0 that means that it is not working. 

Finally, the room temperature Ta is assumed to lie in the range 10-45 [°C] while the 

available cooling power can be modulated between the values 0-3500 [W]. 
 

Table 1. Machine lubrication systems temperature ranges [°C]. 

Machines T1min T1Max T2min T2Max T3min T3Max

M1 10 140

M2 10 250

M3 10 125  
 

Table 2. Machine lubrication systems thermal power ranges [W]. 

Machines P1min P1Max P2min P2Max P3min P3Max

M1 0 750

M2 0 500

M3 0 650  

3 MPC design, synthesis and implementation 

The control problem related to the centralized lubrication fluid cooling system con-

sists of maintaining the three lubrication fluid temperatures in each specific range by 

minimizing the energy consumption of the centralized cooling system. 



Standard control systems based on industrial controllers are able to manage each 

lubrication fluid temperature, but they cannot minimize the overall cooling system en-

ergy consumption because, due to the resulting decentralized architecture, each local 

controller only knows the process under its control. 

A more suitable technique to solve this class of control problems is Model Predictive 

Control, or MPC. Nowadays, MPC represents the most widely used advanced control 

method in the process industry. This is due to the possibility of reformulating the con-

trol problem as an optimization one, where different and possibly conflicting goals can 

be taken into account, as well as to explicitly include constraints on the input and output 

variables. Moreover, MPC allows for the design of multivariable regulators for large 

scale systems, with tens or hundreds of variables, see [8]. Thanks to these unique ad-

vantages, MPC-based solutions are widely popular in many industrial fields character-

ized by continuous processes, such as the chemical, petrochemical, pulp and paper in-

dustries, power networks control and related energy market, see e.g. [9, 10, 11]. 

3.1 MPC design 

The first step for the application of MPC consists of the modelling of the process to 

be controlled. In view of the previous considerations, each lubrication fluid receives 

heat from the machining operation and transfers this energy to the cooling fluid. There-

fore, the dynamics of the temperature of the i-th machine can be described by the energy 

balance equation (2), where τ denotes the continuous time index: 

 

 
���(�)

��
= �� ∙ �� − ��(τ)# + %�� ∙ �����(τ) −	%�� ∙ �����(τ)   (2) 

 

where 

γi is the convection coefficient that models the thermal coupling between lubri-

cation fluid and the external environment at temperature Ta; 

khi is the coefficient modelling the heat exchanging between the machine and the 

lubrication fluid; 

kci is the coefficient modelling the heat exchanging between the cooling fluid and 

the lubrication one. 

MPC techniques rely on discrete-time models. Therefore, by exploiting the simple 

Forward Euler discretization, and denoting by ∆τ the adopted sampling time, the dis-

cretized form of (2) is: 

 

T'(k∆τ + ∆τ) = T'(k∆τ) + ∆τ*γ' ∙ �T, − T'(kτ)# + k-' ∙ P-/0'(kτ) −	k1' ∙
P1/23(kτ)4			,			% = 0,1,2, …      (3) 

 

or, denoting by t the discrete-time index, 



��(9 + 1) = ��(9) +	∆: ∙ [�� ∙ �� − ��(9)# + %�� ∙ �����(t) − 	%�� ∙ �����(9)] (4) 

Equations (1), (4) represent the set of dynamic equations and logic statements ac-

cording to which the MPC can be synthetized. 

3.2 MPC synthesis 

The MPC synthesis is carried out by implementing the hybrid model defining the 

discretized physical process (4) and the control logic propositions (1), by means of the 

HYSDEL software tool [12] which translates the corresponding high level structured 

language into a Mixed Logic Dynamical (MLD) system formalism [13] of the form (5): 

 

>(9 + 1) = ?>(9) + @AB(9) + @CD(9) + @EF(9) 
G(9) = H>(9) + IAB(9) + ICD(9) + IEF(9)    (5) 

JCD(9) + JEF(9) ≤ 	JAB(9) + JL>(9) + J� 

 

where x is the state variable representing the temperatures Ti, u is the control variable 

representing the cooling power Pcool, y is the output corresponding to the measured state 

x, while D and z are vectors of logical and continuous auxiliary variables, respectively. 

As previously discussed, the optimization problem is stated to minimize at any sam-

pling time the peak of the overall cooling power Pcool along a future prediction horizon 

specified by the positive integer N. Therefore, the adopted performance index J is: 

 

M = min
Q��,…,�RST�

�����(%)       (6) 

In order to fulfil the required bounds on the lubricant fluid temperatures, the optimi-

zation problem is subject to the following constraints: 

 

��,U�V ≤ ��(9) ≤ ��,U L       (7-a) 

�W,U�V ≤ �W(9) ≤ 	�W,U L       (7-b) 

��,U�V ≤ ��(9) ≤ 	��,U L       (7-c) 

��,U�V ≤ �����(9) ≤ ��,U L       (7-d) 

 

At any sampling time t, once the optimal sequence �����
� (%), % = 9, … , 9 + X − 1 of 

future control variables has been computed, only its first element, i.e. �����
� (9), is effec-

tively applied. Then, according to a moving horizon strategy, at the new sampling time 

t+1 the overall procedure is repeated. 

It is important to note that the optimization problem above stated may be infeasible 

due to the nature of the problem under study. In fact, since the cooling system is shared 

among different machines, it may not be possible to fulfil all the constraints at the same 

time. For instance, if only one machine is operating and its lubricant has to be cooled, 

then the others will be cooled as well, by possibly violating their lower bounds. In order 

to prevent infeasibility of the control solution, it is common practice to transform the 



hard constraints into soft constraints, in order for them to be violated only if infeasibility 

occurs. This feature is achieved by heavily weighing these violations in the cost func-

tion to be minimized. 

In order to complete the MPC synthesis, the heating powers ����� have been consid-

ered as disturbances acting on the processes. Two solutions are commonly exploited in 

order to take these disturbances into account, depending on the availability of their fu-

ture behavior: 

a) Prediction available: whenever the future value of the disturbances is available, it 

should be included into the optimization problem in order to achieve the optimal 

solution; 

b) Prediction not available: if it is not available, it is common practice to assume that 

the disturbances are constant over the whole prediction horizon, and in particular 

equal to the current value. 

In this work the production cycles have been assumed to be known, then the solution 

a) has been considered. 

3.3 MPC implementation 

The application of the MPC law to a real lubrication system or to an equivalent dy-

namic simulation model, requires to run the algorithm into a control platform. Then a 

customized control environment based on the C++ object oriented programming lan-

guage has been used, by implementing the MPC according the steps showed in Fig. 2: 

Fig. 2. MPC implementation into the C++ customized control environment 

4 Simulation results 

Since it has not been possible to apply the developed control system to the real pro-

duction cell, some simulation experiments have been carried out by running the MLD 

model of the lubrication system in the MATLAB platform [14] and the MPC in the 

C++ customized control platform, by interfacing them by means of synchronizing sig-

nals. The constraints on the lubricant fluid temperatures have been set accordingly to 

Table 1. In addition, soft constraints on upper bounds of the temperatures have been 

used to prevent infeasibility, as previously discussed. The must-be-cooled temperatures 

Thoti have been set equal to 100, 110 and 85 [°C] respectively for M1, M3 and M4 while 

the ambient temperature to 25 [°C] constant. Finally, the cooling power range is 0-3500 



[W]. The left plots in Fig. 3 depict the selected heating power profiles, corresponding 

to the working cycles of M1, M3 and M4, from top to bottom. The first three plots on 

the right in Fig. 3 show the lubricant temperatures (in solid blue) together with their 

bounds (in dashed red) and the must-be-cooled temperatures (in solid-dotted magenta). 

It can be noted that the lower bounds are never violated because they are set as hard 

constraints. On the other hand, the soft upper bounds are occasionally crossed. As ex-

pected, the violations only occur when at least one temperature is close to the lower 

bound, which cannot be crossed, leading to the upper one crossing (e.g. see the plots at 

time 7-10s). The bottom-most plot on the right presents the cooling power which always 

lies inside the given range. 

   

Fig. 3. Simulation experiment results 

5 Concluding remarks 

In this paper, a production cell based on three operating machines has been consid-

ered. In particular, the centralized lubrication cooling system energy management has 

represented the case study for the design, synthesis and implementation of a model 

predictive controller. The simulation experiment that has been carried out shows the 

ability of the MPC to cope with the hybrid control problem in which continuous process 

variables and corresponding logic constraints have been taken into account. The control 

action is computed using the a-priori knowledge of the bounds, resulting in better tem-

perature profiles then those obtained with standard controllers. Moreover the small sys-

tem dimensions require a low computational demand, which leads to fast computing 

time. 

Future works should firstly focus on the deployment of the controller in a real pro-

duction cell in order to compare the simulation experiment results with the real data 

acquired from the field. Secondly, a more detailed cooling system modelling would 

allow for more accurate MPC law calculation and a more realistic control action defi-

nition. Finally, an explicit formulation of the MPC, which is currently under study, will 
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allow to replace the on-line optimization with an equivalent, and much lighter, piece-

wise affine controller, see [15]. 
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